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Storyline:

About the collection, the storyline, the theme, the concept how it was created and
developed. People like to know the behind the scenes of a project.

How It Works:

In this section you will describe the step by step process of how someone will purchase your
NFT.  IF on Ethereum they will need to have metamask or whatever wallet you are
recommending, transfer $ETH into teh wallet and then purchase your NFT etc.

If Cardano, they will need to have Yoroi, Nami or another NFT compatible wallet, the user
will need to purchase Cardano, transfer to the wallet and then buy or mint from marketplace
or website.

Etc etc.

Step 1: visit website (enter name of website)
Step 2: Purchase NFT (enter process of obtaining the correct crypto and wallet)
Step 3: Complete purchase (where their NFT will reside after they purchase)

Consider making a graphic, easy to understand explanation and video explanations to be
uploaded on your youtube channel.

Roadmap:

Everyone will want to know what happens after they purchase the NFT.  Will there be more?
Is this jus the first? What else do they get, list here the dates and what partnerships you
plan to make, what the NFT holder can expect. Roadmap is really important.

Create graphic of roadmap, go out at least 12 months

Social Media
What are the social sites people can connect with you on, these should be on your website,
in emails and on this paper for people to download and read.

Twitter
Facebook
Instagram
Youtube
Telegram
Discord
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Website

Team
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Properties
List here the Core Properties your NFTs have so that people know what they can look
forward to choosing from

1. TOP

2. BOTTOM

3. GLOVES

4. SKIN

5. BIKE

6. HAIR

7. EYES

8. EYEWEAR

9. MOUTH

10. HEADWEAR

11. JEWELRY
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12. BACKGROUND

13. EXPRESSION

Ecosystem

This area will be populated with all the potential Apps,dapps, Partners, Businesses and more
that could potentially integrate with this project and benefit.  Ultimately onboarding millions of
new users to the blockchain of your choice.


